Abstract : Diffusion of innovation is usually difficult, because many members in society had not adopted innovation initially and people are usually rational: they select risk dominant solution and keep initial state. Cascade phenomena, which are sequences of adoption by agents, are the important driven forces for the society to make a successful diffusion of innovation, emergence of social norm and opinion formation. There are certain kinds of networks (ex. social network) under these cascade phenomena and the topologies will affect the dynamics. The cascade phenomena can occur in specified range of conditions (or known as cascade windows) defined by both the average degree of the underlying network topologies and the threshold of each agents (or nodes). This paper shows what kind of network topology maximizes cascade of innovation in terms of cascade window using evolutionary optimization method and how the network topology drives cascade phenomena at wider conditions than other networks. From results of the optimization, the best networks have both cluster of hub nodes and cluster of nodes with a few links, which are called vulnerable nodes. By a detailed consideration of topologies of the best networks, the authors also propose a network model (P model) to maximize the cascade of innovation, in which a mechanism of probabilistic growing network is used. At each discrete time step, one new node and constant number of new links are introduced and added to hub nodes or vulnerable nodes in the network depending on a certain probability. The P model has better scalability compared with evolutionary optimizing method in terms of time complexity and can make networks that drive cascade phenomena at wider conditions than evolutionary optimized networks. The success of P model strengthens the importance of both cluster of hub nodes and cluster of vulnerable nodes for maximizing cascade of innovation on networks.
Introduction
Why does new fashion craze every year in the world? Why can one of software company succeed to deploy the operating system markets of the personal computers? Why was Arab Spring able to begin in the Arab world suddenly on Saturday, 18 December 2010 after the dictatorship lasted for many years? These phenomena can be considered as results of coordination, agreements, and information cascade on underlying network topologies that defines how people interact each other. One of common features of these phenomena is they start from the small fraction of people (agents) on the network and the impact of it spreads into the entire network with self-reinforcement mechanism. The phenomena with these features are called cascade phenomena and are also called snow ball effects. The cascade consists of good cascade and bad cascade. In the former case, cascade phenomena, which are sequences of adoption by agents, are the important driven forces for the society to make a success of the diffusion of innovation or new products. Many people are also easy to get concert on the wrong decision or choice, and this is an example of bad cascade.
The network topology is the most fundamental element of network to consider the impact of cascade phenomena on many networked-systems (for example, Internet [1] , sensor networks [2] , social networks [3] and financial networks [4] ). From the topological point of view, we can abstract elements in those systems (ex. router, mobile sensor, person and bank) by agents (nodes) and interactions between agents by links: The topology consisting of nodes and links between them, defines global and local interaction among agents, and it usually includes no information about exact location of each agent. For the simplicity, this paper assumes agents have two state (0: an agent who does not adopt innovation or 1: an agent who adopts innovation) and they share same threshold value in terms of the fraction of neighboring agents who adopts innovation. If the fraction is larger than the threshold of an agent, the agent will adopt innovation. Then, when the threshold of agents is large, it is difficult for external effect to change the state of agents, but agents are easily affected when their threshold is relatively small. This paper studies the dynamics of the cascade phenomena on networks and aim to find networks that maximize cascade of innovation. Note that, this paper assumes, during the cascade phenomena, the network topology is not changed. The number of agents (nodes) and links and the size of the threshold are also fixed.
While it is basic problem to design or find the best networks for given demands, it usually becomes difficult when we have to design network with many nodes and links. The situation will impose us to find optimal network from various combinations of nodes and links. Then, we need to develop new network design method which has enough scalability compared with human-centric network design. The authors propose evolutionary optimization by genetic algorithm (GA) [5] to obtain the best network for good cascade (diffusion of innovation) computationally and the evolutionary optimization is based on the accumulation of heuristic improvements.
The proposed framework of network design for diffusion of innovation consists of three main parts. At first, best networks are found by evolutionary optimization method. Second, topological properties of GA networks are studied. Finally, a network model is inducted from the GA networks and the performance of it is validated by numerical simulations. Especially, the second is essential to find the relationship between the topology and the performance of the network for cascade phenomena. This paper shows the coexisting of cluster of hub nodes and cluster of vulnerable nodes (nodes with a few links) drive cascade phenomena more easily. When the number of nodes and links in a network is fixed, hub nodes makes many vulnerable nodes that are connected to hub nodes. Furthermore, the cluster structure of hub nodes is useful to mitigate the increase of average degree of vulnerable nodes, which usually increase with the total number of links, because a part of links from hub nodes can be also connected to hub nodes in the cluster. Cascade dynamics also require the certain size of cluster of the vulnerable nodes to make hub nodes adopt innovation by adopting vulnerable nodes besieging them, in which the sequence of adoptions of innovation by agents easily occur.
When we have to design network with many nodes, we will face time complexity problem in evolutionary optimization. It usually takes a lot of time for convergence of the evolutionary optimization. Therefore, the authors propose a probabilistic growing network model (P model) from the analysis of GA networks, which is useful to relieve the time complexity problem. The P model can change the size of hub nodes and vulnerable cluster by a parameter p = [0, 1] and make best networks for maximizing cascade phenomena like as evolutionary optimized networks. In the P model, at each time step, a new node and constant number of new links are introduced and added to existing network. If p is close to 0, nodes and links are connected to hub nodes. If p is close to 1, they are connected to vulnerable nodes. The best network for good cascade can be found by changing the size of p from 0 to 1.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines a model for diffusion of innovation on networks. Section 3 proposes evolutionary network optimization by genetic algorithms and presents some results. Section 4 simulates cascade phenomena on optimized networks, which are compared with scale-free networks, exponential network and random networks. Section 5 clarifies properties of the network topology obtained by the evolutionary optimization. Section 6 proposes network model that has same topological properties of evolutionary optimized network. Section 7 presents some conclusions.
A Model for Diffusion of Innovation on Networks
Let the given networked system has N agents (nodes) and L links and the state of all agents is 0 as the initial state: no agents adopt innovation initially. The state of a few agents is changed from 0 to 1 as a trigger of cascade (diffusion of innovation) and observe the spread of the state 1 into the entire network. At each time step, all agents select own state from the space S = {0, 1} based on the proportion of the state of neighboring agents at previous time step, to be more exact, agents play a 2 × 2 coordination game with each neighbor and revise the state using a deterministic myopic-best response to maximize his current payoff depending on the proportion of neighbors choosing each action in the population. In this framework, selecting 0 or 1 means, for example, adopting conservatism or innovation, selecting old product or new product, and reject or accept. Then, this cascade model has the locality and the decision rule based on the proportion, and thanks to this simplicity, the model can be applied on many situations, in which each agent make a binary decision. The payoff of each state for agents is summarized in symmetric matrix (see Table 1 ). Let s i represent the state of agent i and j ∈ N i is the set of neighboring agents of agent i. Networks can be directed or undirected. Here, to simplify matters, this paper considers undirected networks. This implies that neighboring agents mutually affect each other. In addition, let U(s i , s j∈N i ) be the total payoff after a 2 × 2 coordination game with neighboring agents, which is denoted by the summation of the payoff of each coordination game u(s i , s j ).
The best response of each agents depends on the proportion of neighbors choosing 1. If the proportion r is larger than the threshold φ, then i s best response is to choose 1. Otherwise i choose 0. The dynamics of the choosing state by agents is summarized in Eq. (2) .
Watts first showed there exist cascade area in terms of the threshold φ and the average degree(the average number of neighboring agents) Z, in which cascade can occur. They define this area as cascade window [6] . Figure 1 shows the example of the cascade window of several networks, in which each line is drawn by the Watts cascade condition (Eq. (3)) obtained by the generating function method in percolation theory [6] - [8] .
where p(k) represents the degree distribution of the network. From this equation, the threshold φ of the network with the degree distribution p(k) can be estimated, of which average degree is z. In the cascade window, an initial trigger can make the cascade on the entire network, but in the outside of the cascade window the trigger have only a limited effect and it cannot make the cascade. It is clear that even if the network with same average degree z, the network with different degree distribution has different the size of cascade window. This implies us that the dynamics of the cascade phenomena can be changed by exploiting the underlying topology.
Young modeled the diffusion of innovation using cascade model and studied the cascade condition on the lattice network [3] , [9] , [10] and Watts showed the importance of the agent with small degree to maximize cascade window [11] . From their results, it is important there exist a large cluster which consists of agents with a small number of links (connections) for maximization of cascade window. López used the technique (mean-filed approximation) to derive the condition of the cascade phenomena instead of generating function method by Watts and said that a network with an intermediate variance in term of degree (the number of connection) of agents maximizes the size of cascade window. The limitation make a network have a large cluster of agents with small degree. López also showed the following relationship between the topology and the size of cascade window that the exponential network has wider cascade window than the scale free network [12] that is most susceptible to spread of disease [13] .
From these results of previous studies about diffusion of innovation, new questions are provoked: "Is the exponential network the best network to maximize the cascade window?" or "How do we get the network which meets our requirements on the size of cascade window?" Answering these questions is the first step to understand cascade of innovation on networks. Then, this paper studies the maximizing the cascade window for good cascade.
Evolutionary Network Optimization
The authors propose evolutionary network optimization method by genetic algorithm (GA) to obtain the best network that maximizes the cascade window for diffusion of innovation. This paper assumes all agents have same threshold φ and only consider connected networks, in other words, the one giant cluster should include all nodes.
Chromosome
The network topology, which consists of N nodes, are completely described by the N × N adjacency matrix A. For the simplicity, this paper uses undirected networks, then the element of adjacency matrix a i j = a ji = 1 denotes there is the interaction between agent i and agent j. The sequence of the elements is the chromosome of genetic algorithm (see Fig. 2 ). In order to generate new networks from two parents networks, the uniform crossover is performed into chromosome of them.
Fitness Function
According to the mean-field analysis of cascade phenomena by Lopez [12] , cascade window size φ * can be estimated as follows.
Note that there is another method by Watts (Eq. (3)) to estimate φ, but it is difficult to use it as fitness function. The variable k in left side of Eq. (3) is discrete number (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .), and then the k, which makes the left side of the equation equal to the right side average degree z, cannot be found by numerical computation. On the other hand, it is easy to find φ * , which meets Eq. (5), because Eq. (5) has only the comparison of values in terms of the size.
In order to maximize the cascade window φ * for good cascade, it is needed to find the network that has the largest φ * and then the authors use Eq. (5) as a fitness function for genetic algorithm.
Procedures
The method the authors propose in this section consists of three steps (see Fig. 3 ). First steps is generating initial population by random network and scale free network. Second step is picking up two network as parents from population randomly and generating new networks as children using uniform crossover. Third step is selecting two elite networks based on fitness value to insert them into population and the next step will start from the second step again. The method repeats this optimization cycle until the fitness value attain required value or there is no improvement for long time. In addition, the authors apply programming tips not to change the number of links and isolate no node from the giant cluster after uniform crossover. This implies uniform crossover just change connected-network topology. Table 2 shows the detail of settings of evolutionary network optimization by GA. The accumulation of improvement by optimization cycle outputs the network which has lager fitness value along with the increase of the evaluation number (see Fig. 4 ). The results of each experiment are summarized on Fig. 5 (circle). As described previously, the exponential network is most suitable to maximize cascade window in previous studies, but the proposed method can find better network that has larger cascade window. 
Experiments and Outputs

Cascade Simulation on Evolutionary Optimized Networks
In this section, a set of simulation results is presented. The simulations are conducted to confirm that the best networks by GA have the largest cascade window, compared with scale-free network, random network and exponential network, especially, the exponential network is considered to have the largest cascade window in the related study [12] .
Objects and Scenario of Simulation
The fitness function (Eq. (5)) is derived from mean-filed theory, which can be technically applied to the network which has no loop and no degree correlation. They are not tiny assumptions, and then it is important to confirm the properties of the best network by numerical simulations. This paper considers three type (SF: scale-free network, RND: random network, EXP: exponential network) networks, which has 500 nodes, to compare with the best networks by GA. Initially, all nodes have the state 0 and the state of only one node is changed from 0 to 1 as a trigger of diffusion of innovation, which is selected randomly. Same simulation is done over 1000 times and the average final proportion of agents choosing 1 is observed.
Simulation Results
The border point is plotted, on which the cascade spreads into the entire network (global cascade) at least one time out of 1,000 trials (see Fig. 6 ). It is very clear that the best network by GA has the largest cascade window compared with other network topologies. The results on all networks reflect the trend of the theoretical cascade window. These results are summarized with same manner by López as
Topology of Evolutionary Optimized Networks
What kind of interaction among agents defined by evolutionary optimized network topology enhance cascade dynamics? This is one of the basic question of this paper. Figure 7 shows evolutionary optimized network topology, but it is too complex to interpret the properties. Here, it is aimed to reveal the topological properties of GA networks by observing the degree distribution and the relationship of the degrees of interconnected nodes. Figures 8 and 9 show the degree distribution and cumulative degree distribution of each network respectively. It is clear that the evolutionary optimized networks that is denoted by GA has more number of vulnerable nodes than exponential network Fig. 9 The cumulative degree distribution of the evolutionary optimized network (GA), scale-free network (SF) and exponential network (EXP): These networks have 500 nodes and the same average degree k = 20.
(EXP) that is most effective for maximizing cascade dynamics in previous papers [12] . The scale-free network, however, also has many number of vulnerable nodes like GA network. Figure 10 shows how nodes in exponential (EXP), scale free (SF) and GA networks are connected to others. More preciously, each point is plotted at (d i , d j ) when node i with degree d i and node j with degree d j are connected. The diameter of each point is proportional to the logarithm of the frequency of the cases. After that, the figure is converted to be symmetry for the only visualization. In the exponential network, there is one big cluster and the center of it is near from ( k , k ). In the scale free network, there are many vulnerable nodes but they are separated and connected to hub nodes. Finally, in the GA network, there is a cluster of vulnerable nodes, which is pointed by dashed line circle, and the center of the cluster is located on (k c , k c ) where k c < k . The nodes in the cluster that is circled have small number of links and the cumulative fraction of those nodes is more than 60% (see at degree = 10 in Fig. 9 ).
The rich-club connectivity [14] is an index to characterize the link density between hub nodes, and it is calculated as follows. First nodes are sorted by decreasing order of degrees and calculate link density between nodes that rank in the top r% of all, where r denotes the position of a node on the ordered list, and r is normalized by the total number of nodes N. Note that in the original paper [14] , to be precise, nodes are divided to groups with same degree, and the link density is considered between those groups. However, the authors would like to see the interconnectivity of each hub node, and then the grouping of nodes is not performed.
The rich-club connectivity φ(r) is defined by the ratio of the total actual number of links L(r) between members of the richclub (n(r) nodes) to the maximum possible number of links as
In Fig. 11 , the link density obtained by Eq. (7) is plotted as a function of cumulative fraction of nodes r on a log-log scale. The hub nodes in evolutionary optimized network (GA) are interconnected most densely as same as scale free network (SF), and it implies the cluster of hub nodes are formed in these networks. On the other hand, hub nodes in exponential network (EXP) are interconnected sparsely, and the cluster of hub nodes are not formed. The cluster structure of hub nodes is useful not only to make many vulnerable nodes but also to mitigate the increase of average degree of vulnerable nodes, which usually increase with the total number of links, because a part of links from hub nodes can be also connected to hub nodes in the cluster.
From the topological properties of the GA networks, the authors have intuitive idea that the cascade dynamics is driven via vulnerable cluster that consists of nodes with nodes with a few links, which are sensitive to the change of state of neighboring nodes and accumulation of adopting agents in the cluster will change the state of the rest of nodes including hub nodes. This seems to be why the evolutionary optimized networks have a wider cascade window in Fig. 6 . This paper studies the process of cascade phenomena from the beginning of it to the steady state to validate the idea the vulnerable cluster is gateway for diffusion of innovation. Figure 12 is combination graph. The points of triangle represent the degree of nodes that change own state to adopt innovation at corresponding time step, and the solid line with small circle represents the cumulative fraction of adopting nodes. In the case the sequence of adoption of nodes toward global cascade begins from a trigger that is a vulnerable node, cascade phenomena proceed via vulnerable cluster until the cumulative fraction of adopting agents exceeds certain critical mass. After that, hub nodes begin to adopt innovation and the global cascade is achieved finally. The process of the global cascade is same in the case the cascade phenomena begin from a hub node. There are no fundamental differences between two cases: the cascade phenomena proceed in the vulnerable cluster initially and cumulative fraction of adopting agents draw s-shaped curve, which implies there is a critical mass for global cascade.
It is also clear that the cascade took relatively long time steps until hub nodes begin to adopt and all agents adopt innovation. This is because vulnerable nodes have a few links and the direct impact of the adoption by each vulnerable node is small. Then, it needs many steps for the cascade to spread to the entire network.
From these results of numerical simulations and study of evolutionary optimized network topologies, this paper confirmed the coexistence of cluster of hub nodes and cluster of vulnerable nodes drive cascade phenomena at wide conditions. When total number of nodes and links is constant respectively, the existence of cluster of hub nodes decrease the average degree of vulnerable cluster, which enhance the sensibility of the cluster toward cascade dynamics, and a large vulnerable cluster also essential to make hub nodes adopt innovation by adoptingagents besieging them.
Note that the results does not implies only the network with such degree distribution can have large cascade window. Eq. (5) only consider the summation of a part of the degree distribution, and then there may be networks with different degree distribution, which also may have largest cascade window like the evolutionary optimized networks. This is the future study to confirm whether it may exist or not a better network topology to maximize cascade window than GA optimization or the P model in the next section.
Network Model Maximizing Cascade of Innovation (P model)
In this section, the authors induct the probabilistic growing network model "P model" for maximizing cascade of innovation based on the network properties obtained by evolutionary optimization. The evolutionary optimization is powerful method to create required network, but the time complexity is relatively big. When we have to create network with many nodes, the scalability of the method is usually not enough. Meanwhile, network model, in general, has relatively small time complexity compared with the evolutionary optimization, because it is deterministic and a method without requiring the calculation of eigenvalues of the matrix, of which calculation cost is from O(N 2 ) to O(N 3 ) even if the efficient divide-andconquer eigenvalue algorithm from the standard matrix computation library LAPACK [15] is used.
Furthermore, the induction of network model is also useful to clarify and confirm what is necessary structure for maximizing cascade of innovation.
Procedures of the P model
The inducted network model from the evolutionary optimized networks is required to reproduce networks, which have same topological properties of them. In section 5, it is shown that the optimized network has cluster of hub nodes and cluster of vulnerable nodes. The fundamental idea of the inducted network model is to create each cluster by growing network model. The typical example of growing network model is the BA model [16] , of which degree distribution obeys power law. In the BA model, at each time, a newly introduced node is connected to existing m nodes by the preferential attachment and it makes a few hub nodes.
In the inducted network model, at each time, one new node and constant number c of links are introduced to the network, and they are connected to hub nodes or vulnerable nodes with the probability p. If p is close to 0, almost all nodes and links are connected to hub nodes. If p is close to 1, they are basically connected to vulnerable nodes. Therefore, by changing the size of p from 0 to 1, we can control the size of each cluster and find the best network for good cascade. The good side effect of the growing network model is that created network should be connected network, and considering the connectivity of a network is not needed. The authors call the inducted network model "P model". The detail of P model is explained in the following paragraphs.
In the P model, a connected network with a few nodes is prepared as initialization. At each time step, the creation of the cluster of either vulnerable nodes or hub nodes is selected randomly with the probability p. If the creation of the cluster of vulnerable nodes is selected, a newly introduced node is connected by link to a vulnerable node in existing network, and c links are used to connect vulnerable nodes. The probability that existing nodes will have a new neighboring node or new links are given by the function of their degree, which is defined by Eq. (8) . Then, a node with less links has higher probability to be connected to them.
If the creation of the cluster of hub nodes is selected, a newly introduced node is connected to hub node in existing network, and c links are used to connect hub nodes. The probability that existing nodes will have a new neighboring node or new links are defined by Eq. (9) . Then a node with more links has higher probability to be connected to them.
The variable c that represents how many links are introduced at each time in P model is a constant number defined from average degree z of network (z 2(c + 1)), and the coefficient β in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) is parameter to control what kind of nodes are selected: the probability that non-vulnerable nodes or non-hub nodes are selected to be connected to newly introduced node and links in the creation of cluster of vulnerable nodes or cluster of hub nodes becomes small along with the increase of β. Note that β has effective range of the value. If β is too large, same pair of nodes are selected as candidate to be connected by newly introduced links many times, but the multi links between same pair of nodes is prohibited. If β is too small, each selection of nodes by Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) is same to random selection. As a result, the network cannot grow or make necessary cluster of nodes. In following simulations, this paper sets the β = 2, which is decided from the results of the preliminary experiments (β = 1, 2, 3). How to make a network by P model is summarized as follows and in Fig. 13 . Fig. 13 The diagram of the procedure of P model. p represents the probability to use newly introduced node and links for making the cluster of hub nodes. The encircled character V and H represent vulnerable node and hub node in the network respectively. Fig. 14 The size of cascade window φ from Eq. (5) vs. the probability p in P model network in section 6. The network has 500 nodes and 4000 links.
Step 1 Prepare a small connected network having a few nodes.
Step 2 Go to step 3 with probability p, otherwise step 4.
Step 3 Add a new node and new c links to vulnerable nodes with probability defined by Eq. (8) . After that, go to step 5.
Step 4 Add a new node and new c links to hub nodes with probability defined by Eq. (9) . After that, go to step 5.
Step 5 Do Step 2 if the stop criterion is not met. Figure 14 shows the theoretical cascade window size φ of P model network from Eq. (5) as a function of the probability p. The P model network has 500 nodes, 4000 links and β = 2. It is clear that the size of cascade window φ depends on the parameter p and network with largest cascade window can be obtained by controlling p. Figure 15 shows how nodes are interconnected in P model network with the best p that maximize φ. There is the vulnerable cluster in the dashed circle and hub nodes like as evolutionary optimized network in Fig. 10 . Furthermore, in Fig. 16 , the link density between hub nodes in P model network is plotted to compare with other networks. It is shown that hub nodes in P model network are interconnected most densely as same as evolutionary optimized network (GA) and scale free network (SF). It implies the cluster of hub nodes is formed in P model network like GA network. Figure 17 shows the theoretical cascade window of P model networks with best parameter p at each average degree z from Eq. (5). It is shown that the P model networks have similar size of cascade window compared with GA networks. This paper also validates the performance of P model networks by numerical simulations. Figure 18 shows cascade window from numerical simulations and the size of cascade window of P model network is same or larger than GA network.
Cascade Window of P Model Networks
Conclusion
The concept of dynamics on network comes from the idea that macroscopic phenomena observed in our complex social systems are results of interaction of people, which can be modeled by network topology. From this point of view, we can consider the diffusion of innovation, the emergence of social Fig. 17 The theoretical cascade window of P model network model with best parameter p from Eq. (5), which are compared with the results of evolutionary optimized network and exponential network, as a function of the threshold value φ of agents and the average degree z of networks. Fig. 18 The cascade window of P model network in section 6 from numerical simulations, which are compared with the results of evolutionary optimized network and exponential network, as a function of the threshold value φ of agents and the average degree z of networks.
norm, and the opinion formation as results of dynamics on underlying network (cascade phenomena): the initial change in a part of a network is finally spread to the entire network via the interaction of people (agents). This paper uses threshold dynamics to model the cascade phenomena and study what kind of networks defining human interaction maximize the region of conditions, in which cascade of diffusion can occur. Instead of a human-centric method, which is creative but not scalable, the authors proposed evolutionary network optimization method by genetic algorithm to obtain the best networks by the accumulation of the improvements. The method can find networks that have wider cascade window than exponential network, which is considered to have the largest cascade window in previous studies.
The evolutionary optimizing method is useful to find required network heuristically, however, the time complexity is not small. Then, the authors inducted probabilistic growing network model "P model" from the evolutionary optimized networks, which has similar topological properties and wider cascade window compared with original evolutionary optimized networks. The success of P model also strengthens the importance of both cluster of hub nodes and cluster of vulnerable nodes for maximizing cascade of innovation on networks.
In general, it is difficult for innovation or new products to spread into society under threshold dynamics when the average number of interactions among people is increasing, because each person has many friends or a lot of information to refer and the incentive to adopt innovation becomes relatively small. Furthermore, at the beginning of the diffusion of innovation, only a few members of the society had adopted it and the dominant decision for other members is usually to keep initial state. At that time, results of this paper imply that the formation of vulnerable nodes cluster, of which a node is relatively susceptible to innovation, is gateway or tipping points for the global diffusion of innovation.
Directions for future research abound in evolutionary network optimization for maximizing cascade of innovation. In general, the coding method in genetic algorithm affects the results. The study about sophisticated coding methods is useful to make the evolutionary network optimization more efficient. The online optimization for dynamical network is also interesting topic, in which the birth and death of nodes and links will occur due to attacks or failures. The evolutionary network optimization can be inherently applied to the such kind of problem. Furthermore, the interdependent networks, in which the state of a node in one network depends on the state of a node in another network, is important concept to understand complex dynamics in real world, which usually consists of many different types of networks, and the optimization of the interdependency between networks is also interesting.
